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Track Map Support 

Track Map Setup 
1. Log into your Track Map account 

 
Useful references:  

How to login to your Track map account? – Go to page 4 

What is Track Map? – Go to page 5 

 

2. Register your Buddy Tracker to Track Map 

!!!Please Note!!! 

Make sure your device has been fully charged, turned ON 

and SIM card is activated and in Mobile or WiFI reception 

prior to registering to Track Map                 

Buddy Tracker not setup on your Track Map account yet? 

Select which device you are registering: 

Useful references:  

Adult Buddy Watch – Go to page 8 

 

3. Add SOS number, SOS triggers etc. 

Personal Buddy Trackers are capable of placing a SOS phone 

call and send SMS/Email notifications with a touch of a button 

in case of an emergency.!!! 

 

Useful references:  

How to set up the SOS number? – Go to page 10 

How to set the SOS notifications via Email & SMS? – Go to page 11 

 

4. Adding Buddy Contacts 

Personal Buddy Trackers will block all other numbers that are 

not in the contacts list (E.g., Telemarketers)!!! 

 

Useful references:  

How to add Buddy Contacts? – Go to page 14 
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5. Tips and Tricks for extending your device battery.  
Is your Buddy tracker battery depleting a bit too quickly? 

 

We all have different acceptable levels of security 

that will offer us the required peace of mind. Buddy 

trackers like any other electronical devices need 

charging from time to time. But we can extent or 

reduce the “mileage” we get out of them before 

having to do so. There are couple of steps we can 

take to adjust the need to reduce the battery life. 

 

Below you’ll find a few of the various ways to extend the battery before having to 

charge it              

 

How to adjust the Upload Frequency to the Track Map? – Go to page 17 

Adult Buddy Watch Battery Tips ⚡ – Go to page 9 

 

6. Set up a Geo-Fence.  

All Buddy Trackers are capable of alerting when geo-fence is 

breached. 

Below you’ll find instructions about setting up a geo-fence. 

 

Useful references:  

How to setup a Geo-Fence? – Go to page 18 

How to set up rules triggers for a Geo-Fence? – Go to page 19 

 

7. Instant Location Update (on demand)  
 

As mentioned above, Buddy GPS trackers report their location 

back to the Track Map APP automatically with the set update 

frequency.  

 

But in an emergency situation you don’t have time to wait for 

the next update, simply force a location update and the device 

will keep uploading updating its location every 20-30 seconds for the next 3 

minutes. 

 

Useful references:  

 

How to setup use instant location update feature? – Go to page 22 
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8. WiFi Disconnection Alert Feature  
WiFi is present in almost all of our homes. Which is a great 

support for 4G LTE to make sure your Adult Buddy Watch is 

always connected. 

But us at Buddy HQ discovered, why not use this information to 

send you an alert when the watch is either in range or out of 

range of the allocated WiFI network and send you an alert as a safety feature. 

 

Useful references:  

 

How to set up WiFi Disconnection Alert in your Track Map? – Go to page 24 

 

9. Listen-In Feature 
Has your loved one raised concern about the way they are 

treated when you are not around?  
With the help from the listen in feature, you can force the Adult 

Buddy Watch to place a silent phone call to any number you 

need so you could listen in how they are treated. 

 

!!!Please Note!!! 

My Buddy Gard strongly suggests to check in with the wearer facilitator and make 

them aware of the potential of this feature so you wouldn’t come across any 

unwanted legal snags. 

 

Useful references:  

 

How to activate the listen in feature? – Go to page 28 

 

How to login to Track Map 
 

Step by step instructions              

Below you’ll find the steps for login to your My Buddy Gard Track Map account.  

 

Step 1              

Type the following URL into your browser or click on it 

https://www.trackmap.com.au  

or 

Download the My Buddy Gard APP 

onto your smartphone: 
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Step 2              

Enter your email address and password. 

 

 

 

 

 

Step 3              

Click on Sign-in 

 

 

 

 

Social Network Login Options              

My Buddy Gard Track Map also offers Google & 

Facebook sign in options as well. 

Simply click on the corresponding button below and 

log into your account. 

 

 

You are now logged in                       

❗❗❗More Track Map Support❗❗❗ 

Track Map Support – Go to page 2 

 

What is Track Map? 
We provide a safety net using 4G GPS Trackers combined with our unique  

“Track Map” which offers an instant overview of where your loved ones and valuables are at 

all times. 

Our “Track Map” has got you covered! 

Do you need help with the juggle of keeping your loved ones safe? 

Do you worry about your car getting stolen? 

Would you like to feel more in control 24/7? 
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Well, here’s how My Buddy Gard can help! 

Simply add your Buddy Tracker and any smart devices to our 

“Track Map” to give you the ability to find, monitor and set 

boundaries for each device. 

it’s like having your own personal bodyguard that helps keep your 

loved ones safe 24/7 

& 

With the ability to customerise EVERYTHING! 

You can set different methods of getting notified. 

Set on one device or set it across all your devices at once! 

 

Below you’ll find some features and benefits with using Track Map Rules 

Engine. 

 

Location Tracking 

Track and Monitor your entire family and assets in one application on one screen. 

Security and Peace of Mind around the clock. 

 

Location History 

Take a look back and discover patterns of behaviour. 

Also what speed they were traveling! 

E.g. Confirm Grandma went to the doctor last week. 

 

Movement Speed 

View everyone’s movement speed as safety is paramount. 

It can be an awkward conversation, but sometimes you need to know that your loved ones are 

following the rules for their own sake. 

 

Easy Alerts Setup 

Instead of setting all the triggers separately per tracking device, you are able to set one trigger 

which applies to any paired device you need and when you need it. It can be an awkward 

conversation, but sometimes you need to know that your loved ones are following the rules 

for their own sake. 
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Set Boundary Alerts 

Set multiple custom shaped Geo-Fence’s on your track map account to alert you when 

the allocated devices enter or leave the set safe zones and no-go zones. 

 

Security 

Your privacy is secure with us! No one can see where you are unless you give them the 

access. It’s that simple! 

We have encrypted all of our databases and won’t on sell your information. 

 

Battery Alerts 

Forgot to charge your phone, GPS watch or pendant last night? That’s alright, Rules Engine 

has built in a fully customisable trigger that allows you to set reminders to recharge the devices 

when their battery reaches the flagged percentage. And then once its fully charged to remind 

you or your loved one to put the Buddy Device back on! 

 

Automatic Immobiliser 

Set your device to automatically immobilise your vehicle as soon as you reach your home 

Geo-Fence or when someone removes the vehicle from your selected perimiter. It won’t stop 

the vehicle while it is driving (that;s dangerous) but it will prevent it from starting again. 

 

SOS Button 

Family member living with a neuro diverse condition. 

Setting up an SOS button will give them a safety net in case of an emergency situation. 

With one push of a button the “Track Map”software will alert everyone in their support network. 

 

Increased Accuracy 

We have utilised various API’s to make sure you get the most accurate location readings for 

everyone in your family. 

 

Our advantage is not only utilising 4G, GPS and Cell Towers for positioning but also 

surrounding WiFi signals. 

 

Power On Alert 

Car stolen and thieves take off into low or no mobile reception area! With Power On trigger, 

you’ll know instantly when it comes back online again and you’ll be able to see the location 

from the map. Set the trigger and action to instantly notify you and locate the vehicle. 
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Alerts Scheduling 

Want the triggers to only work during working hours? No worries, Rules Engine can be 

customised to action the triggers at the set times or days of the week! 

E.g. – Suspecting unauthorised usage of your company vehicles on the weekends? Set geo-

fence alerts or automatically immobilise the vehicles during weekends. 

 

Set up your Adult Buddy Watch 
 

Learn how to set up your new Adult Watch before pairing with Track Map. 

 

1. Insert the sim card (Only if BYO Sim Plan)  
 

Please Note: Adult Watch needs to be switched off before 

inserting the SIM card! 

 

 

 

 

 

2. Charging your Adult Buddy Watch 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

3. Turn on your Adult Buddy Watch 
 

 

 

 

4. Register your Adult Buddy to Track Map 
 

Watch not setup on your Track Map account yet? 

Useful references:  

How to login to your Track Map account? – Go to page 4 

How to register Adult Buddy to your Track Map account? – Go to page 30 

 

5. Placing Phone calls and Adding Contacts 
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Adult Buddy Watch will block all the other numbers that are not in the 

contacts list (E.g Telemarketers)!!! 

Useful references:  

How to add contacts to Adult Buddy Watch? – Go to page 14 

 

6.  Adding SOS number, SOS triggers etc. 
  

Adult Buddy Watch is capable of placing a SOS phone call and 

send SMS/Email notifications with a touch of a button in case of an 

emergency.!!! 

Useful references:  

How to set the SOS number into your Adult Buddy Watch? – Go to 

page 10 

How to set the SOS ALERTS and notifications? – Go to page 11 

 

7. Connecting to home WiFi network (Optional)  
 

As mobile network might not always be available or to save on the 

data consumption, you might want to connect the watch into your 

home WiFi network!!! 

Adult Buddy Watch is also capable of notifying you when it loses 

connection with the WiFi network (out of range or in range) 

Useful reference:  

How to set up WiFi connection / disconnection alerts? – Go to page 24 

 

 

🤓 Tips and Tricks for extending Battery  

 

Is your Adult Buddy Watch Battery depleting a bit too quickly? 

 

We all have different acceptable levels of security that 

will offer us the required peace of mind. Adult Buddy 

Watch needs charging from time to time. But we can 

extent or reduce the “mileage” we get out of them 

before having to do so. There are couple of steps we 

can take to adjust the need to reduce the battery life. 

Below you’ll find a few of the various ways to extend the battery before having to 

charge it             . 

 

Useful reference:  

How to adjust the Upload Frequency to the Track Map and why? Most important!!! – 

Go to page 17 
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How to set SOS number to Buddy Tracker 
 

Step by step instructions              

Below you’ll find the steps for setting an SOS number to your Buddy Tracker. 

❗❗❗Please note❗❗❗ 

This function is available for the following Buddy Trackers. 

1. Adult Buddy 

2. Kids Buddy 

3. Buddy Pendant 

 

Step 1              

Click on the burger         menu next to the device you need to add the SOS 

number to 

❗❗❗Please Note❗❗❗ 

Make sure your Buddy Tracker is turned on and has mobile or WiFi 

reception. 

 

 

Step 2              

Click on SOS number 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Step 3              

Type in the SOS phone number for the device and click SEND. 
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Step 4              

Buddy Track SOS number is now sucessfully set                        

 

Click DONE 

 

 

Didn’t work? 

Make sure the device is turned on and has mobile signal. 

Best way to do that is to call the Buddy tracker’s phone 

number to see if it starts calling. 

If the device is on, and still doesn’t communicate at first 

instance, then click on SEND button again. 

If still no reply, click on SEND BY SMS which works well in low mobile reception areas. 

 

How to set SOS alerts via SMS & Email? – Go to page 11 

 

How to set up SOS Alerts 
 

Step by step instructions              

Below you’ll find the steps for setting up SOS button Alerts via SMS/Email etc 

 

Step 1              

Click on the Rules Trigger icon 

 

 

 

Step 2              

Click on the Add rule trigger button. 

 

 

Step 3              

Type in the Rule Name 
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❗❗❗The name is just for your own reference if you have multiple rules on your account❗❗❗ 

 

Step 4              

Select the applicable Buddy Trackers the following rule 

will apply to. 

 

 

Step 5              

Schedule what hours of the day and which days of the 

week the rule applies to 

 

 

Step 6              

Select the SOS trigger 

Note❗ When the SOS button is pressed then the 

below actions will be actioned by Track Map 

 

Step 7              

Let’s set up the Actions (also known as 

notifications)  

There are 3 types of notifications (SMS, 

Trackmap notification and Email) 

For SMS notification, select the following. 

 

 

Step 8              

Enter the mobile phone number that will receive the SMS 

Notification. 

Then type in the message you’d like to receive when the 

SOS button has been pushed into the Text to send text 

box. 

You can also leave the Text to send box as it is, and our 

system will construct the message automatically           
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PS❗ You are also able to use the MERGE FIELDS which will help to automatically populate 

the data into the message. 

How to use the MERGE Fields? - Go to page 14 

 

Step 9              

Setting up Email notification(s) is very similar to the SMS 

Notifications.  

Click on the Add Action button and select Email Notification. 

 

 

 

 

Step 10              

Track Map Notifications these are the alerts that will show up 

on your Map View Screen at the bottom corner. 

 

 

 

 

Step 11              

Click on Save Rule once you have finished adding the actions. 

 

 

Congratulations                    

You have successfully set up the alerts for SOS 

button. 

 

 

Notification examples 

 

Track Map Notification      
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Email Notification      

 

 

 

 

 

SMS Notification      

 

 

 

 

How to use Merge Fields 👉 
Click on the Dropdown list, Select the merge field (Eg Device Name) 

and then Click on Insert Field 

Track map will automatically populate the field for you. It’s very handy 

when you have multiple Buddy Trackers on your account and need to 

differentiate which device pushed the SOS button. 

 

How to add contacts to Buddy Tracker 
 

Step by step instructions              

Below you’ll find the steps for adding contacts to your Buddy Tracker. 

❗❗❗Please note❗❗❗ 

This function is available for the following Buddy Trackers. 

1. Adult Buddy 

2. Kids Buddy 

3. Buddy Pendant) 
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Step 1              

Click on the burger         menu next to the device you need to add the 

contacts to 

❗❗❗Please Note❗❗❗ 

Make sure your Buddy Tracker is turned on and has mobile or WiFi 

reception. 

 

 

Step 2              

Click on Contacts. 

 

 

 

 

Step 3              

Buddy Contacts Book will appear on your screen. To add a 

contact, click on +Add Contact.  

 

 

Step 4              

Enter the Name and Phone Number to the corresponding 

fields. 

❗❗❗Please Note❗❗❗ 

All other numbers trying to call the Buddy Tracker that are 

not stored in the Buddy Contact list or as the SOS number 

will be automatically blocked by the Buddy Tracker❗❗❗❗ 

 

How to add SOS number to Buddy Tracker? – Go to page 14 
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Step 5              

You can add up to 10 Buddy Contacts into any Buddy Tracker❗❗❗ 

Once you are finished adding the Buddy Contacts click SEND 

 

 

 

 

Step 6              

Buddy Contacts successfully updated                        

Click DONE 

 

 

❗❗❗Troubleshooting and Errors❗❗❗ 

If you receive the message that says device not online, then you can queue the contacts 

update for when the Buddy Tracker next connects to the Track Map. 

See below             

 

Queueing Buddy Contacts              

Click on the SEND button to try again or QUEUE to place the 

command into the que for when the device next connects to the Track 

Map. 

 

 

 

Contacts Queued              

Buddy Contacts successfully queued                        

Click DONE 
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How to change automatic location update frequency 
 

Step by step instructions              

Below you’ll find the steps for adjusting the automatic upload rate of your Buddy GPS 

Tracker 

❗❗❗Please note❗❗❗ 

Adjusting the upload rate any lower than 180 seconds on any of Buddy personal tracking 

devices will have a significant impact on battery life        

Step 1              

Click on the burger         menu next to the device you need to adjust the 

update frequency. 

❗❗❗Please Note❗❗❗ 

Make sure your Buddy Tracker is turned on and has mobile or WiFi 

reception. 

 

 

Step 2              

Click on Update Frequency 

 

 

 

Step 3              

Type in the upload frequency into the text box and click 

SEND. 

❗❗❗Please Note❗❗❗ 

The current plan allows between 180 – 84600 seconds. 

The higher the number, the more time it takes between the 

location updates. 

180 = 3 minutes 

600 = 10 minutes 

3600 = 1 hour 

84600 = almost 24 hours 
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Step 4              

Your personal Buddy tracker automatic location update 

frequency is now successfully set                       

Click DONE 

❗❗❗Troubleshooting and Errors❗❗❗ 

If you receive the message that says device not online, then you can click on SEND button 

again or check if the device is turned on and has reception. 

Need more battery saving tips? – Go to page 9 

 

How to set up a Geo-Fence and Alerts 
 

Step by step instructions              

Below you’ll find the steps for setting up a Geo-Fencer and Alerts when one is breached via 

SMS/Email etc 

 

Step 1              

Click on the Geo-Fence icon 

 

Step 2              

Click on Add Geofence button 

 

Step 3              

Search for an Address or any landmark or area and 

select it from the list or click Enter.  

 

 

Step 4              

Select the Geofence type 

1. Hand – helps to move around the map. 

2. Circle – helps to create an adjustable circular geo fence. 

3. Custom fence – helps to create a freeform geofence. 

4. Rectangle – helps to create a rectangular geofence. 
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Step 5              

Click and hold the mouse button on the desired area on the map and 

start dragging the mouse while holding the button.  

❗ With the custom shaped fence start clicking on the map to mark the 

area and finally connect the last two points together to finalise the 

fence 

 

Step 6              

Click on DONE button once you are finished. 

 

 

Step 7              

Name your geofence and click DONE. 

 

 

 

Now that the geofence has been set🎉✌🥳, let’s set up the rule trigger and 

alerts. 

 

Step 1              

Click on the Rules Engine Button 

 

Step 2              

Click on Add Rule Trigger 

 

 

Step 3              

Type in the Name for your alert 

 

Step 4              

Select the applicable Buddy Trackers the following rule will 

apply to. 
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Step 5              

Schedule what hours of the day and which days of the 

week the rule applies to 

 

 

Step 6              

Select the geofence trigger from the list 

 

 

Step 7              

Let’s refine the trigger, in this instance I am defining 

the rules for EXIT if you need to set up alerts for 

ENTRY to this geofence, then choose ENTER.  

1. Choose the Geo-fence trigger as mentioned above 

2. Choose the applicable geofence from the list 

3. Choose the condition – EXIT 

 

             Step 8              

Let’s set up the Actions (also known as 

notifications) 

Click on ADD ACTION 

There are 3 types of notifications (SMS, Trackmap notification and Email) 

For SMS notification, select the following. 

 

Step 9              

Enter the mobile phone number that will receive the SMS 

Notification. 

Then type in the message you’d like to receive when the 

SOS button has been pushed into the Text to send text box. 

You can also leave the Text to send box as it is and our 

system will construct the message automatically           

PS❗ You are also able to use the MERGE FIELDS which 

will help to automatically populate the data into the message. 
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Step 10              

Setting up Email notification(s) is very similar to the 

SMS Notifications.  

Click on the Add Action button and select Email Notification. 

 

 

Step 11              

Click on Save Rule once you have finished adding the actions. 

 

 

Congratulations                    

You have successfully set up the geo fence alerts. 

 

 

Notification examples 

 

Track Map Notification      

 

 

 

 

Email Notification      

 

 

 

 

 

SMS Notification      
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How to use Merge Fields 👉 
Click on the Dropdown list, Select the merge field (Eg Device 

Name) and then Click on Insert Field 

Track map will automatically populate the field for you. It’s very 

handy when you have multiple Buddy Trackers on your account 

and need to differentiate which device pushed the SOS button. 

 

 

Instant location update feature 
 

Step by step instructions              

Below you’ll find the steps for instant location update from your Buddy Tracker. 

     ❗❗❗Important in an emergency situation❗❗❗      

This feature is very useful when you need to quickly locate the Buddy Tracker without having 

to wait for the automatic location update (Default is 180 seconds or 3 minutes) 

 

Step 1              

Click on the burger         menu next to the device you need to locate. 

❗❗❗Please Note❗❗❗ 

Make sure your Buddy Tracker is turned on and has mobile or WiFi 

reception. 

 

 

Step 2              

Click Locate button 

 

  

 

 

Step 3              

Click on SEND 
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Step 4              

Device has now activated the instant location update feature 

and will activate the satellite seeking function and once it has 

positioned itself then it will send the reply back to the Track 

Map. 

Click DONE  

❗❗❗Please Note❗❗❗ 

Location update usually takes around 5 – 20 seconds depending on the GPS and mobile 

network signal.  

Sometimes refreshing the Track Map page in your browser or My Buddy Gard APP at the 

top left corner helps as well if it doesn’t seem to update the position. 

Few more troubleshooting tips below              

 

Alternative Troubleshooting 👉👉👉 

Device currently not online error, try to SEND again. 

❗❗❗Few other things to try and consider❗❗❗ 

1. Try to call the Buddy Tracker number to make sure that 

the Buddy Tracker is turned on 

2. Device might not have GPS signal (E.g inside multi floor 

building) 

3. Buddy Tracker might not have mobile data signal but still might have enough reception to 

SEND VIA SMS and the Track Map will send a text message to your Buddy Tracker asking 

for it’s location. 

See Below              

 

Send via SMS              

My Buddy Gard Track Map will always try to send the 

most of the commands via DATA channel to save on 

your SMS credits but if the data network is weak or not 

available, then the Track Map will offer to SEND by SMS 

which works well in low reception areas. 

❗❗❗Please note❗❗❗ 

Sending a command by SMS will use one SMS credit 

from your account. 
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How to set up WiFi Disconnection Alerts 
 

Step by step instructions              

Below you’ll find the steps for setting WiFi Disconnection Alerts via SMS/Email etc 

 

Step 1              

Click on the Rules Trigger icon 

 

 

Step 2              

Click on the Add rule trigger button. 

 

 

Step 3              

Type in the Rule Name 

❗❗❗The name is just for your own reference if 

you have multiple rules on your account❗❗❗ 

 

 

Step 4              

Select the applicable Buddy Trackers the following rule will 

apply to. 

 

 

Step 5              

Schedule what hours of the day and which days of the 

week the rule applies to 
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Step 6              

Let build the WiFi Range Disconnection      

trigger 

1. Choose the WiFi Trigger 

2. Choose the applicable WiFi Network from the dropdown list 

3. Choose the action 

Note❗ As WiFi range varies in our homes and some parts have almost no wifi signal, then 

you might get false alerts. To prevent that, choose DWELL as condition instead of EXIT to 

prevent that. 

See Step 7     

 

Step 7              

Configuring Dwell condition instead of EXIT 

1. Choose the WiFi trigger 

2. Choose the Applicable WiFi network 

3. Choose DWELL 

4. Choose Dwell condition (OUT) 

5. Select the Dwelling duration (e.g 120) 

6. Select the Time units (Seconds, Minutes or 

Hours) 

 

Alternatively, you can type in custom duration instead selecting one of the default ones as 

well.  

Note❗ Dwell option is definitely a better suited option for this particular trigger to avoid 

getting stressed over false alerts          

 

Step 8              

Let’s set up the Actions (also known as 

notifications)  

There are 3 types of notifications (SMS, 

Trackmap notification and Email) 

For SMS notification, select the following. 
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Step 9              

Enter the mobile phone number that will receive the 

SMS Notification. 

Then type in the message you’d like to receive when 

the SOS button has been pushed into the Text to send 

text box. 

You can also leave the Text to send box as it is and 

our system will construct the message 

automatically            

PS❗ You are also able to use the MERGE FIELDS which will help to automatically populate 

the data into the message. 

 

 

Step 9              

Setting up Email notification(s) is very similar to the SMS 

Notifications.  

Click on the Add Action button and select Email Notification. 

 

 

 

 

 

Step 10              

Click on Save Rule once you have finished adding the actions. 

 

 

Congratulations                    

You have successfully set up the alerts for WiFi range 

disconnection. 
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Notification examples 

 

Track Map Notification      

 

 

 

Email Notification      

 

 

 

 

 

SMS Notification      

 

 

 

 

How to use Merge Fields 👉 
Click on the Dropdown list, Select the merge field (Eg Device 

Name) and then Click on Insert Field 

Track map will automatically populate the field for you. It’s very 

handy when you have multiple Buddy Trackers on your account 

and need to differentiate which device pushed the SOS button. 
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How to use “Listen-In” feature 
 

Step by step instructions              

Below you’ll find the instructions for the Listen-In Feature 

❗❗❗Please note❗❗❗ 

This function is available for the following Buddy Trackers. 

1. Adult Buddy 

2. Kids Buddy 

3. Buddy Pendant 

Step 1               

Click on the burger         menu next to the device you need to activate 

the Listen-In call 

❗❗❗Please Note❗❗❗ 

Make sure your Buddy Tracker is turned on and has mobile or WiFi 

reception. 

 

 

 

Step 2              

Click on Listen-In 

 

 

 

 

Step 3               

Type in the phone number that will receive the Listen-In (silent) 

phone call from the Buddy Watch and click SEND. 
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Step 4              

Buddy Tracer is now going to silently call the number you 

entered. You can listen what is happening around the 

wearer once you pick up the call                        

Click DONE and wait for the phone to ring. 

Note❗❗❗ if the Buddy tracker is turned off or battery is 

empty or has no mobile signal, then the call won’t come through.  

 

 

Pick up the call          

Once the phone starts ringing pick up the call and listen in. The Buddy 

wearer can’t hear you it only activates the microphone on their side but not 

the speaker.  

 

 

 

 

 

Didn’t work❓ 

Make sure the device is turned on and has mobile signal. Best way to do 

that is to call the Buddy tracker’s phone number to see if it starts calling. 
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How to register Adult Buddy watch to Track Map. 
 

Step by step instructions              

Below you’ll find the steps for registering your Adult Buddy Watch to My Buddy Gard Track 

Map 

 

❗❗❗Please note❗❗❗ 

1. Locate the IMEI code behind your watch 

2. Have your sim card phone number ready and activated 

Have you got BYO Buddy Plan? 

Choosing the correct SIM card for your Buddy Tracker  

 

Step 1              

Click on Register New Device button 

❗❗❗Please Note❗❗❗ 

Make sure your Buddy Tracker is turned on and has mobile or 

WiFi reception. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Step 2              

Click on Watch Tracker and then click on PROCEED. 
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Step 3              

Enter the device information to the corresponding text boxes 

1. IMEI – Number from the barcode at the back of your watch 

2. Phone number of the SIM card 

3. Name your device (E.g., Joe) 

4. Click on Register New Device 

 

 

 

Great success              

Your device has now been successfully registered to My 

Buddy Gard Track Map                        

 


